Natural, Bio-Organic
Waste Treatment for
Dairies

Clean water gives life



Solutek is a groundbreaking, natural water treatment product
based on extracts from sea kelp.



Solutek signals beneficial bacteria to
grow at an enhanced rate, which
promote plant growth and health.



Solutek oxygenates wastewater and
digests significant levels of oil, grease,
and solids, leading to lower trade waste
charges, fewer blockages, and reduced
maintenance, among other benefits.

Safe, natural, bio-organic products contain no live organisms or
hazardous chemicals.
Solutek is well-proven from 20 years of use in
Australasia. It is:


100% biodegradable



Environmentally and user-safe



Non-hazardous

The Technology
Solutek stimulates the growth of facultative anaerobes, beneficial
bacteria, to out-compete damaging bacteria.

This has the effect of:


Digesting the carbonaceous contaminants in the effluent



Protecting oxygen in the water and avoiding anaerobic conditions
as contaminants break down



Preventing formation of hydrogen sulphide and acidic conditions

It avoids the problems of:


Introducing unnatural enzymes and potentially unknown
consequences



Introducing “live-cell” bacteria (bio-culture)



Introducing renegade bacteria into a treatment system through
chemical approaches

Proven Benefits


Elimination of dense floating organic rafts within the treatment
plant tankage



Substantial reductions in Oil and Grease with a resultant cleaning
of sewage pipes



Significant reduction in Biochemical Oxygen Demand



Significant reduction in Chemical Oxygen Demand



Reduction or elimination of odor within the plant



Reduction in Total Suspended Solids



Reduction in Phosphorus



Reduction in Kjeldahl Nitrogen



Reduction in any coagulant used at the plant



Aerobic and Homogeneous effluent presented to the treatment
plant



Reduction in Operating Energy costs; reduction in maintenance
costs and extended plant life

Case Study
Dairy Wastewater Treatment Test, Bulla Dairy Foods
Colac, Australia


Elimination of dense floating organic rafts within the treatment
plant tankage



Substantial (89%) reduction in oil and grease



Reduction (78%) in Biochemical Oxygen Demand



Reduction (56%) in Chemical Oxygen Demand



Reduction in odor within the plant



Reduction (85%) in Total Suspended Solids



Reduction (then elimination) in coagulant used at the plant



Reduction (19%) in phosphorous



Aerobic and Homogeneous effluent presented to the treatment
plant

Testimonial
“Over the past 2.5 years since Solutek was introduced, we have
measured the following:





More consistent performance of our treatment plant
More consistent and manageable BOD/COD levels
A reduction in semi-solid sludge waste disposal volumes
A reduction in processing chemicals used in the treatment
plant

Bulla believes that Solutek has considerably improved the treatment plant predictability and is a true win-win situation for sustainability and economics.”
—Stephen Mitchell, Sustainability Manager, Bulla Dairy Foods
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